Reduction of Cogging Torque in Permanent Magnet Flux-Switching Machines
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ABSTRACT

Permanent magnet flux-switching machine (PMFSM) is a relatively new structure. Available literatures mainly focused on its general design procedure and performance analysis. In this paper, Finite Element Method (FEM) is taken to analyze various design techniques to reduce the cogging torque in a prototype 12/10-pole PMFSM.
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1. Introduction

The permanent magnet flux-switching (PMFSM) machine is a relatively new type of electric motor. It has both windings and magnets in stator and it is a combination of switched reluctance motor (SRM) and the inductor alternator [1]. Recent research has revealed that the PMFSM has the advantages of high power/torque density, high efficiency, and high flux-weakening capability. However, the available papers mainly focused on general design procedure [2,3,4,5,6], and performance analysis [7,8,9,10]. Due to the unique structure, the cogging torque in the PMFSM which results from the interaction of the stator permanent magnets with the rotor teeth is relatively high comparing with other types of PM motors, producing vibration and acoustic noise and deteriorating motor performance.

In this paper, FEM is taken to analyze various design techniques to reduce the cogging torque in a prototype 12/10-pole PMFSM.

2. Factors Influencing Cogging Torque

2.1 Motor Model

Figure 1 shows the cross-section of a 3-phase 12/10-pole PMFSM. It has 10 poles teeth on rotor which is the same as a SRM rotor, and 12 poles on stator. Each stator pole has two iron teeth with a magnet sandwiched between them. The magnets are tangentially magnetized with opposite direction in any adjacent magnets. Moreover, each stator pole is wound around with a concentrated coil, and each phase has 4 coils. Table I gives the specification of the PMFSM studied in this paper.

2.2 Cogging Torque Calculation

Cogging torque is due to energy variation within a motor as the rotor rotates, even if there is no current in windings. Since the energy variation in magnets and iron is negligible compared to that in air, cogging torque for a conventional inner-rotor surface-mounted PM brushless motor can be expressed as follows [11]:

$$T(\alpha) = -\frac{dW_a(\alpha)}{d\alpha}$$

$$= \frac{L_s \pi}{4 \mu_0} (R_s^2 - R_m^2) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} n N_L G_{nL} B_{nL} \sin n\alpha$$

where $L_s$, $\mu_0$, $R_s$, $R_m$, $\alpha$ are the stack length, air permeability, stator bore radius, magnet outer radius and rotation angle of rotor, respectively; $G_{nL}$, $B_{nL}$ are the corresponding Fourier coefficients of relative airgap permeance function and flux density function; $N_L$ is the least common multiple of the number of magnets and the number of slots. The fundamental cycle of the cogging torque is $2\pi/N_L$.

Figure 1. Topology of PMFSM
Though, Equation (1) was originally derived for the PM brushless motor, it has value of reference for the PMFSM. It reveals that the cogging torque can be reduced by controlling $N_{L}$, $G_{nNL}$, $B_{nNL}$. Therefore, various design techniques can be applied.

3. Method of Reducing Cogging Torque

3.1 Rotor Tooth-Notching

Figure 2 shows the tooth-notching on the rotor. This changes the airgap between the rotor and stator, which can effectively control the airgap permeance function. Cogging torque can be reduced by applying proper number and depth of notches. Especially, two tooth-notches allocated on the 1/3 position of the rotor tooth is the most effective, as verified by FEA results.

3.2 Rotor Tooth-Chamfering

Figure 3 shows the chamfered rotor teeth. This also modifies the airgap permeance function. It makes sure that the flux in the airgap can vary much more smoothly. FEA shows that proper chamfer radius of arc can reduce the cogging torque significantly.

3.3 Rotor Teeth-Pairing

Figure 4 shows the rotor teeth pairing technique to reduce the cogging torque. The cogging torque waveform varies with the rotor tooth width $\beta_{r}$. By the way of example, if the width of all rotor teeth is $\beta_{r}=8^\circ$, the cogging torque has almost the same waveform as the case when the width of all rotor teeth is $\beta_{r}=11^\circ$, but opposite phase. Therefore, two types of rotor teeth with different width of $\beta_{r}=8^\circ$ and $\beta_{r}=11^\circ$, are alternatively employed, as shown in Figure 4. The overall cogging torque can thus be significantly reduced, as verified by FEA results. Consequently, significant reduction of the cogging torque is observed.

Another way of realizing rotor teeth-pairing is to axially device the rotor stack into two parts. The width of all teeth in the first part is $r=11^\circ$, whilst that in the second part is $r=8^\circ$. The cogging torque produced on these two parts will kill each other, such that the overall cogging torque will be reduced effectively. This method will not be mentioned in the next section.

3.4 Rotor-Skewing

Skewing is the most common method to reduce the cogging torque in PM machines. In the PMFSM, the stator has magnets, whilst the rotor is composed entirely of laminations. Therefore, skewing rotor is much more convenient in the PMFSM. In this paper, the rotor is skewed by one cogging torque cycle, viz. 6 mech-degrees. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) shows that rotor skewing can reduce the cogging torque by 95%. However, rotor-skewing also decreases the rotor saliency, and thus reduces the back-EMF and electromagnetic torque.

3.5 Magnet Thickness Optimization

It was originally recommended in [2] that the magnet thickness should be the same as that of stator teeth. However, FEA shows that it is essential to optimize the magnet thickness to reduce the cogging torque. Generally, thinner magnets will lead to lower cogging torque, but also result in lower airgap field and electromagnetic torque.
4. Effectiveness Analysis with FEM

In the preceding section, five design methods of reducing the cogging torque, as well as their pros and cons, have been presented. It is noted that the back-EMF may decrease when these methods are applied, therefore, the back-EMF variation should also be examined.

Figure 5 and Table 2 show the cogging torque reduction of the 12/10-pole PMFSM with various design methods. Compared with the case of the original model, the cogging torque can be reduced by 95% with the rotor-skewing technique, and by 80% or more with the rotor teeth-pairing, rotor tooth-notching and rotor tooth-chamfering techniques. Using thinner magnets can also decrease the cogging torque, by 64%, though it is not sufficiently effective.

Figure 6 shows the back-EMF waveforms with half a cycle. It is seen that the back-EMF with rotor-skewing by 6 mech-deg is almost sinusoidal, and its amplitude decreases by 5% compared with that of the original model. The back-EMF with rotor tooth-notching contains more harmonics which can deteriorate the motor performance, and its amplitude is reduced by 12% due to the increase of the equivalent airgap length. Moreover, the airgap field with rotor tooth-chamfering or thinner magnets is smoother than that in the original model, thus, the back-EMF waveforms are also close to sine-wave. However, the rotor tooth-chamfering will decrease the back-EMF, also because of the larger airgap. Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that the back-EMF amplitude with width, which is the same as the magnet width and the stator tooth width as well as the stator slot opening width the rotor teeth-pairing technique increases by 4%. This further proves that the originally proposed rotor tooth [2], might be unsuitable. Hence, optimization of rotor tooth width is usually essential [6].

On the other hand, the PMFSM can be driven as a sine-wave permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). Thus, the effective component of the back-EMF is the fundamental. Clearly, even if the amplitude of the phase back-EMF is high, its fundamental might not be essentially high due to the influence of harmonics. Therefore, the electromagnetic torque (EM-torque) produced with sine-wave armature currents are investigated. As can be seen in Figure 7, there exist ripples in the EM-torque, partly because of the harmonics in the back-EMF, and mainly because of the motor saliency and non-sinusoidal variation of winding inductance. The average EM-torque, as well as the back-EMF amplitude, is all listed in Table 3. It is seen that the rotor-skewing technique and thinner magnets technique will keep the average EM-torque almost the same, the rotor tooth--notch technique and rotor tooth-chamfering techniques which increase the equivalent airgap length will reduce the average EM torque, whilst the rotor teeth-pairing technique can in contrast enhance the EM torque.
Table 3. Comparison of back-EMF and average torque with various methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Methods</th>
<th>Back-EMF amplitude (V)</th>
<th>Average EM-Torque (N.m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor-skewing by 6 mech-deg</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor tooth-notching</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor tooth-chamfering</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor teeth-pairing</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinner magnets</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

Five design methods are presented to reduce the cogging torque in the permanent magnet flux-switching machine. FEM is taken to analyze the effects of these methods, including the cogging torque reduction and the back-EMF variation. It is proved that the rotor-skewing technique is the most effective to reduce the cogging torque and can keep the average EM-torque almost unchanged. Moreover, the rotor teeth-pairing technique can also reduce the cogging torque significantly, and meanwhile enhance the EM-torque by some degrees. These two methods are generally preferable.
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